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familiar and comfortable to use, offering a level of convenience that overturns the
preconception that "digital is difficult". A surprising range of functions that you would normally
have to supply in the form of peripheral equipment is built in, and all of this is provided in a
space that is dramatically less than an analog console of similar scope. The M7CL is the ideal
digital mixing console for medium size live sound applications that have previously been
handled by analog gear. Blocks of eight channels can be brought to the center of the console
via simple navigation keys, and operated via a central interface including a touch-panel display
and encoders directly below the display. Yamaha's acclaimed Selected Channel interface is also
implemented, providing a range of operating options that make this advanced digital console as
easy and intuitive as an analog console to use in live sound applications. The M7CL has been
designed to offer a visually familiar, comprehensive control environment. Every aspect of the
console, from the layout of the navigation keys to the advanced graphic on-screen features
including channel name icons and a virtual rack for EQ and effects, provides visual cues that let
you operate major system functions without having to refer to a manual. And with the
touch-panel display you can simply reach out and operate functions as if they were physical
controls. The M7CL integrates everything you need for top-quality live sound with an intuitive
interface that makes the transition from analog to digital a real pleasure. Both models provide
27 buses in the form of 16 mix buses, an LCR bus which can be used as a stereo and mono bus
, and eight matrixes that can be used with inputs as well as buses. All of this mixing capability
is plenty for serious mid-size live sound applications The M7CL provides all the functions you'd
expect on a top-level live sound console, organized in a logical three-tiered hierarchy that
makes operation exceptionally smooth and efficient. Every input channel has a physical fader,
ON switch, and meter that are visible and operable at all times. Functions that are not required
for real-time operation during a performance are located one level below. This configuration
keeps the interface as simple as possible while allowing full, unimpeded access to
performance-critical functions. It all adds up to functionality and ease of use that go way
beyond conventional analog consoles. The M7CL's 16 mix buses can actually be used either as
group or auxiliary buses. Since the matrix is capable of receiving signals not only from the
buses but from the inputs as well, you can use the matrix as 8 additional auxiliary buses. In
addition to the Input-to-Matrix function just described, the M7CL also has a Sends On Fader
mode that assigns the channel send levels to the faders for easier send or monitor mixing with
visual feedback from the fader positions. The mix, stereo, and matrix buses all provide a full
complement of mix processing, including four-band parametric EQ and dynamics. Connection
to and from the M7CL is straightforward, with analog input connectors for every input channel
and sixteen analog "omni" outputs as well as a 2TR digital output. A visually comprehensive
on-screen patching display makes the process easy. In addition to its already impressive array
of mix functions, the M7CL features a "virtual" 8-unit rack that can be loaded with up to four
effects and four graphic equalizers, or you can use fewer effects and have up to eight graphic
equalizers operating simultaneously. You can use either "standard" single-channel band
graphic equalizer units, or innovative Flex15 GEQs that provide two channels of equalization
with which you can control up to 15 bands at band bandwidths. The 16 "omni" outputs, 2TR
digital outputs, and 48 outputs available via the Mini-YGDAI slots provide a total of 66 outputs,
all of which feature adjustable delay, phase polarity , and level. Even if you're sending the same
bus signal to multiple destinations, speaker distance compensation can be individually applied
to each output, making it possible to set up a high-performance delay-compensated system
without the need for external processing gear. The M7CL's internal universal power supply
makes it convenient to simply plug the console into an available AC outlet and begin operation
right away. But if you need the failsafe reliability of redundant power supplies you can add the
optional external PWW power supply unit this is the same power supply used by the PM5D
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and Outputs with Extensive Digital Patching Capability Connection to and from the M7CL is
straightforward, with analog input connectors for every input channel and sixteen analog
"omni" outputs as well as a 2TR digital output. Sophisticated Effects and GEQ In addition to its
already impressive array of mix functions, the M7CL features a "virtual" 8-unit rack that can be
loaded with up to four effects and four graphic equalizers, or you can use fewer effects and
have up to eight graphic equalizers operating simultaneously. Access Management Access
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